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Rhys Dowden is the owner of Operator Edge, a company through which he provides to his clients extensive mental
conditioning along with military, self-defense, and strength training.

Growing up in Queensland, Rhys enlisted in the Army as soon as he was 18 and then served a little more than four years in the
Royal Australian Armoured Corps. Later in his career, he served on Steve Irwin’s personal security detail at the Australia Zoo for six
months and then worked as a private security contractor in Iraq between 2004 and 2006 before re-enlisting in the Army and going
through the Commando Selection and Training Course in 2008. He then did two tours of duty in Afghanistan with the
2ndCommando Regiment, one tour as an operator and one tour as a sniper, accruing all-told ten years of military service.
Throughout his career, Rhys has trained in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) under Rodney Ellis at Southern Cross Jiu-Jitsu Association and Daniel
Almeida at Extreme MMA Byron Bay, holding a brown belt, in addition to Ken Do Kai, kickboxing, and boxing. As a teacher, he
focuses on bringing about deep mindset shifts. He adds to the content of his courses constantly, working to increase the intensity
and effectiveness of his material.
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Introduction
Hey, it’s Rhys Dowden here. I’m the owner and founder of Operator Edge. Welcome and thanks for joining up and downloading my
free guide.
The purpose of this guide is to provide you with actionable, relevant and simple, but highly effectively strategies that you can
implement into your daily routine to build your mental toughness, focus and confidence. Once applied, you can go out and start
directing your life to exactly where you want it.
I have a military and Special Forces background. I served for 10 years full time and a couple of year’s part time. I was a Sniper in the
2nd Commando Regiment in Sydney and I completed 2 tours to Afghanistan. I also worked as a private security contractor in Iraq on
and off for 2 years as well.
Obviously the process of making it through Special Forces Selection, getting through all the training required in a Special Forces unit
and serving overseas in a combat zone is quite difficult and requires a lot mental toughness and resilience, but… I want to let you in
on a little secret…and before I do let me first tell you this story…
Before I joined the Army and attempted Special Forces Selection I always thought there must be some kind of black art, or hidden
ninja talent, or special meditation strategies that Special Forces guys knew and that’s why they were so mentally tough. I remember
meeting some Special Forces soldiers early on in my career and thinking: “Geez, they definitely know something that I don’t about
mental toughness.”
I looked up to them and wanted to be them.
So I decide to do it and go for Special Forces Selection. It took me 4 attempts to finally make it.
The one thing I discovered when I finally made it through Selection and all the training to get my green beret, that one secret I
finally figured out, is this…
There is no black art to mental toughness. There’s no special skill or hidden ninja talent or warrior rituals to learn. All there is your
wants and desires and simple, actionable strategies that anyone, in any field that has any kind of dreams or wants or goals, can
easily and effectively implement.
What I’m going to share with you in this eBook is 37 strategies or principles for building confidence, focus, discipline and powerful
momentum every single day that will improve your mental toughness and create a powerful pattern of success to have you reaching
whatever targets you set.
Now, before I do, I want you to please hang your coat of disbelief at the door and simply take in the content of this guide. Please
don’t think: “Ok he’s Special Forces, he’s learned things and experienced situations to build his mental toughness that I could
never be exposed to.”
Rest assured that although my background is in the Military, these strategies can be utilised by anyone in any field to develop their
mental toughness and improve their life. I’ve trained many clients with these exact strategies in a myriad of different and varying
fields. They work.
So stick with me while I take you through these strategies where you’ll find out how what most people think building mental
toughness should entail, is actually the polar opposite of what you should be doing.
Incorporate these 37 principles into your life and start to train, think and act like a Special Forces Operator.
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1. Training Principles
Special Forces Operators must be proficient in all aspects of fitness. Our missions require us to possess and implement different
elements of fitness. This includes strength, endurance, balance, agility, flexibility, high cardio vascular output and more, all while
maintaining the ability to think clearly, assess all situations accurately and employ learned skills correctly.
With this in mind, our training must include many different aspects of fitness to ensure we are an all rounded athlete ready to
deploy at any time throughout the year. We can’t be too muscular, too thin, overweight or unbalanced in any fitness element. We
need train hard, but it’s extremely important to train smart, as we want to avoid burn out.

2. Attributes To Live By:
• Adaptability - to any and all situations
• Resolve - to get the job done
• Self discipline - self mastery (more on this later)
• Toughness - mentally and physically
• Teamwork - rely on others and allow others to rely on you
• Judgment - the correct call at the right moment
Think about what these terms really mean and start incorporating them into your daily routine.

3. Traits To Abide By:
• Team not self (think above yourself)
• Confidence not arrogance (conscious competence)
• Toughness not fitness (your fitness may vary, your toughness won’t)
• Stewardship not ownership (you’re here for a shortly while, don’t ruin it for everyone else)
• Humility
• Integrity above all else

4. Nutrition
Special Forces Operators are “Adaptable Athletes”. The physical and mental demands imposed by Special Operations training and
missions require appropriate nutritional habits and interventions so that, under the most rigorous conditions, performance is
optimised, and health is preserved.
We need the right foods to fuel are bodies. Not just energy, but quality nutrients. Quality meats, vegetables, fruits, nuts, healthy
starches and full fat dairy products are what we need to eat to stay lean, energized, disease free and long living.
Most food is best consumed in its raw or natural state with as little cooking or processing as possible.
As raw food is rich in enzymes and is used by the body for digestive purposes and muscle building as well as other metabolic
actions, we don’t want to destroy these through excessive heating. If they are destroyed, your body will need to use more of its own
enzymes to cover these functions.
Allow your body to perform to its utmost potential by eating raw foods and utilizing the enzymes within.

5. Healing And Recovery
Living in the 21st century, we all seem to experience stressors from numerous outlets several times per day. These outlets most
commonly include: work, money and relationships. As copious stress is unnatural and unhealthy for our mind and bodies it is
important we allocate time in our hectic schedules to heal and repair the damage. This is especially true when you are undertaking
vigorous daily exercise such as that found in the 5 Week Conditioning Program.
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SF Operators believe you will live a longer, healthier and happier life if you remember to unwind and relax on a regular basis. Healing
is about bringing our body and mind back to its original primal state, which is relatively stress-free and sufficiently relaxed.
Find your healing and relaxation methods:
• Massage
• Yoga
• Meditation
• Chiropractor
• Physiotherapy
• Acupuncture

6. Bodyweight Training
Bodyweight training is an important part of a Special Operations Soldier. It is an essential element of fitness required to conduct
missions successfully, whether fast roping from helicopters, pulling yourself up mud brick walls in Afghanistan or crawling through
tight underground systems.
Being able to carry your own bodyweight sufficiently could potentially save yourself in a life-threatening situation.
Incorporate bodyweight training into your exercise regime.

7. Strength Training
Commandos require all aspects of strength to succeed whilst on a mission. Functional, relative and absolute strength training
enables Commandos to transfer their gains acquired in the gym directly onto the battlefield. Strength training remarkably improves
sprinting, jumping, twisting, turning and climbing abilities. This allows Commandos to quickly dominate the battle space.

8. Swimming
A Commando’s bread and butter! Commandos are known for water operations and conduct many hours training in the ocean.
Inserting by parachute behind the horizon, jumping in the Zodiacs, transitioning many kilometers over the water, conducting
swimmer scout and beach assault drills are all part of Commando training and a high level or competence and familiarity in the
water is a must.
Swimming is a great cardio vascular workout and a great low impact exercise. Incorporate swimming into your weekly training
schedule and begin the see the benefits in your VO2 max output.

9. Sprints
Running across open ground from cover to cover under enemy fire and carrying 40kgs of equipment requires tremendous amounts
of cardiac output. Sprint training is a big part of Special Operations training.
Sprint training has the following benefits:
• Forces the body to use energy more efficiently thereby increasing the body’s ability to store glycogen by up to 20 percent
• Trains the body to burn fat for fuel, which in turn allows the body to work for longer periods of time as the glycogen in the
muscles is preserved for longer
• Waste product removal by the body during exercise is increased
• Increases power and speed as the fast twitch muscle fibers are targeted

10. Be Adaptable In Your Training Methods
During my first deployment to Afghanistan we went on a 20-something daylong patrol. We were outside the wire for the best part
of a month and we had to adapt and utilise different bits of equipment and turn them into training aids.
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We used torsion bars, bodyweight exercises, heavy weapons, ammunition crates and anything else we could find to create basic,
but very effective circuit style workouts. This not only helped us keep fit, but more importantly gave us some downtime and release
from the job.
“If you have a body, you have a gym!”

11. Develop The Warrior Mentality
The saying 'mind over matter' applies to many situations especially when it comes to physical fitness. Anyone who has ever exercised, for whatever reason - weight loss, muscle gain, speed or strength, recognises the need to overcome the pain and exertion that
comes from trying to increase physical fitness. The condition of our minds plays a pivotal role in how fit our bodies are at any given
time. If our mind isn't strong, or doesn't have a 'Warrior Mindset', then all physical activity is rendered virtually useless.
Having a 'Warrior Mindset' is about fierce willpower and tenacity. It's about combining the strength of our mind with our physical
body to re-create ourselves into someone with resilience, drive and unwavering resolution that can complete any task.
Learning to strengthen our minds relies solely on our willingness to learn new ways of thinking, ridding ourselves of old mindsets
and opening our minds to a whole different set of tactics. Paring back to bare bones mentally is much like military training which
requires a complete stripping of old ways before beginning to reconstruct a new mental norm that can dominate any circumstance
and situation that comes its way.

12. Prior Preparation and Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance
Special Forces missions take hours and hours of planning. Every detail of the mission is broken down and war-gamed to see what
will go wrong and how the mission could possibly fail. No detail is without scrutiny and a tremendous amount of manpower and
energy goes into planning each and every mission accurately and professionally to ensure the highest chance of mission success.
Do you do the same for your goals? Do you prepare adequately? Are you always 100% confident that you’ve done absolutely
everything within your power to ensure mission success?
If you put absolutely everything into planning any goal you set and going over your entire plan in minute detail, I guarantee you’ll
not only feel confident and satisfied that you’ve done all you can, but you’ll have a much greater chance of success.

13. Build Your Personal Foundation Plan
This is a personal plan to get you real clear about who you are and what you want to achieve. Think of this plan exactly like you
would a business plan with a Vision, Mission and Core Values to live by and uphold.
The idea behind this plan is to build a solid foundation for which all your activities, tasks and energy are directed towards your end
game or mission.
Take the time to write down and construct your Personal Foundation Plan and review it on a regular basis to ensure:
• You are on track to mission success
• You are operating in line with your Vision, Mission and Core Values
• You still ACTUALLY want to act out your original plan
Personal Foundation Plan
Vision - How do I see my life turning out? How do I want it to turn out?
My Personal Vision is:
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Mission - What do I want to achieve in my life overall?
My Personal Mission is:

Core values - What do I stand for?
My Core Values are:

14. Create Your Mission
Everybody needs a plan, a goal or a mission. This is vital in developing mental toughness. By setting goals and achievable tasks you
are instilling discipline. Discipline, which will be tested time and time again, which will by default, build your mental resilience.
The number one thing successful people have in common is goal setting. Successful people ALWAYS set goals. Goal setting is a
powerful tool that confirms in your mind exactly what it is you are trying to achieve. If you don’t set goals, how do you know where
you are going and when you finally get there?
In the Military, goal setting is mandatory. We used a different term: mission planning. Every single soldier on any mission should
know every aspect of the mission, in minute detail, and how the objective was going to be achieved. Because of this, every member
of the team’s thoughts and actions revolved around the common goal of getting the mission completed. As a collective, cohesive
group this was a powerful mindset in achieving mission success.
If you haven’t previously set goals, start now.

15. Know Your Target
When setting any goal or mission, you must be very clear on what it is you’re trying to achieve.
When we would plan our missions, we have an absolute clear and definite mission and end objective so everyone was clear and
working towards the exact same goal.
What, in minute detail, do you want to achieve? Be very exact and definitive.

16. Set Achievable Targets
In the Military we could call these ‘report lines’. Report lines are locations on a map a body of troops would pass along the way to
an objective. This lets higher up know exactly where the troops are and how far they have to go.
Set achievable targets throughout your mission to aid you in gaining confidence and building momentum. As you hit each report
lines (complete each task) you will feel more confident in your abilities and motivated to keep on track.
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17. Bulletproof Your Mission
Bulletproofing your mission by creating your ‘actions on’ is another Military term used to determine your actions if and when
something in your plan goes wrong.
Creating your ‘actions on’ is a great way to feel confident in your plan and your ability to overcome any setbacks. Determining what
might go wrong in your plan and how to overcome the roadblock will ensure that when the time comes, you won’t panic. You will
have a detailed action to combat the roadblock and get you back on your mission path as quickly as possible.
Bulletproof your mission by conducting the following:
Step 1.
What are your roadblocks? How will your plan fail? Identify all the possible scenarios in which your plan can go wrong for each step
of your overall plan.
Taking into account Murphy’s Law: ‘Anything that can go wrong, WILL go wrong’.
Step 2.
Actions on.
Now for each event you’ve identified that could go wrong, for each step of your plan, create an action to combat that unplanned
occurrence. You can even go so far as to write multiple ‘actions on’ for each problem.
Here’s an example.
Scenario 1.
The Mission: A team of 18 Special Forces Troops are to be deployed into a hostile area at short notice to capture a high value individual.
Possible problem: The helicopter fails to start with 6 Special Forces Troops on board.
Actions on: All on board troops are to split up and board the other two helicopters and co-ordinate marry up once on the ground.
Bulletproofing your mission is a simple process to combat any possible scenario in your plan, which might derail your efforts. This
will quickly have you back on track if and when you encounter a roadblock.

18. Create Your ‘Why’
A goal is great, but it is quite benign of energy without a ‘why’. When setting any goal, you must identify clearly the reason why you
want the goal you have set yourself. Look deep down inside yourself, and be very clear and precise, as you’ll need to draw on this
reason time and time again when things get tough.
I always tell people who are preparing for Special Forces Selection that they don’t even know why they want to quit yet. Everything
points to you passing selection; you’ve trained hard, you’ve studied all the relevant information, you’ve done your time in the regular
Army, you’re free from injury. Then it hits you…at 2am on day 5 of selection, you’ve walked 50+ kilometers, you’re on your own in
the middle of the bush somewhere trying to get to your next checkpoint, or you and your team are dragging some ridiculously
heavy tyres up a deserted road with no end in sight, all while the SF instructors are screaming at you to hurry up!
That’s when you start to think about that young girlfriend of yours you left behind, your 3 month old little girl who misses you, the
regular battalion that doesn’t seem all that bad anymore, your parents that were against you ever enlisting. Maybe you could
change jobs, start that business you’ve always thought about? Maybe the Army and Special Forces isn’t for you...
The same applies to any mission or goal. You must be very clear on the reasons why you’re going after it.
Be clear, be precise, be sure!
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19. Visualise And Feel Your Success
Many of you are probably familiar with visualisation technique. Vividly visualising your success, and that moment when you reach
your goal, is a very powerful tool that consciously and subconsciously convinces you that you’ve already succeeded.
The other component to this is to Feel it. When you go through the visualisation technique of reaching your goal, try to experience
the feeling of your success. Fool the brain into believing that you have already experienced this event. This will compound the
visualisation aspect and forge an unstoppable need to succeed.
You’ve already achieved your goal, now you just have to follow through with the steps.

20. Gain Confidence From Your Past Wins
I guarantee you; you’ve been successful in something in your life already, anything!
How did you do it? What were the steps you took? Maybe you didn’t even realise the process you went through at the time to reach your goal.
Think about it now, what have you already achieved?
- Finished school?
- Made a sporting team?
- Got that job you wanted?
- Moved out of home?
- Learned something new?
- Finished a trade?
What you need to do is gain confidence from your past successes and realise that if you’ve been successful before, you can be successful again.
If you don’t believe in yourself, it doesn’t matter how many people tell you that “you can do it”, “you’re ready”, “I believe in you”,
you won’t accomplish anything.
Let me say that again and be very clear…
IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE IN YOURSELF, YOU WON’T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING!
Self-belief, I believe, is possibly the greatest driver in accomplishment and the difference in success or failure.
Believe in yourself by the achievements you’ve already completed. Believe that you can take those past wins and achieve even more
and be better, happier, more fulfilled and more successful.

21. Utilise The ‘Small Wins’ Phenomenon
As I’ve said before, momentum and confidence builds mental toughness. So how do you do it?
Small wins.
Small wins builds momentum and confidence each and every time you complete a task and gain that micro win. It has a snowball
effect. Small win after small win breeds success.
What’s a small win? Anything. Making your bed, folding your clothes, answering all your emails, doing the dishes, brushing your teeth, mowing the lawn.
Anything and everything that will get you that micro win, will build momentum, which in turn will give you confidence and keep
you motivated. This in turn will ensure you are persistent.
Get enough small wins and the bigger wins will seem easier to attain.
Check out my video here on small wins => https://youtu.be/SizkOcIYWy0
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It’s a commitment process. I’m building momentum and making it hard for myself to say no when the time comes to get in the car
and drive to training.
Build a process for those days you lack motivation. You know you’ll feel awesome after you’ve completed the very thing you don’t
want to do.
Check out my video here on what to do on those days you are lacking motivation: https://youtu.be/73sNLETKSTI

22. Consistency
We like to call this ‘playing the long game’. Anyone can do something quite well for a short period of time. You first learn a new
task, become excited about what you’ve just learned, apply the nearly learned tools, and see the results almost instantly.
The problem is many people become complacent; lose motivation and ill-discipline creeps in. After a while you fall back into your
old habits and back to your same old self.
The key is being able to be consistent over long periods of time. Start employing these strategies to get some consistency in your life:
• You need to constantly refer back to why you set a certain goal in the ﬁrst place
• What’s derailing your efforts and how can you work through the roadblocks?
• Who can you turn to for help, motivation, and a kick in the arse?
• Follow the 80/20 rule. Try your hardest to follow the path you know is right and do what you need to in order to hit your
targets. However, if you stumble along the way, dust yourself off and get back on track. If you are working towards your goals
and are on track 80% of the time, you’ll have a great chance of getting to where you want to go.
• Learn to let things go. Everyone stuffs up and has micro fails; just don’t let those micro fails turn into massive fails.

23. Commitment Over Intent
Having intent is great, and there have been many people with the intent to do something, such as the intent to change or the intent
to get better. The problem is they never commit.
Intent without commitment is just a thought.
Once you’ve decided on your path, set your targets and formed a step-by-step path to reach that goal, it’s time to commit.
When stacking up against a door with your 6-man team and the charges are set to blow the door in, you’d better be ready to
commit once the MOE (method of entry) dude hits the explosive charge!

24. Do Something You Love (passion)
What’s your passion? Do you have one? Are you all work and no play?
In Special Operations we would always follow the rule “work hard, play hard”.
You need to find time to relax and work on your passion. If your passion is your work, then great, if not, find a passion outside of
work.
Your mind and body will work hard for you and for a long time, IF you allow it to rest and reset. Recovery to vital to a long and
healthy career/life and you will drastically cut into the lifecycle if you do not allow time for rest and relaxation. Don’t get burnout.

25. Keep Motivated
Motivation is a fickle bitch.
Sometimes you have no trouble jumping out of bed at 5am, sprinting to the gym and smashing yourself in a killer session.
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Other times you simply couldn’t be bothered. We all feel like this sometimes.
How to combat these days when you lack motivation is to make it hard for yourself to say no.
I do this by getting all of my training equipment ready and putting it in the car early. I grab my gi and mouth guard and belt and
water bottle and tape and anything else I need.
It’s a commitment process. I’m building momentum and making it hard for myself to say no when the time comes to get in the car
and drive to training.
Build a process for those days you lack motivation. You know you’ll feel awesome after you’ve completed the very thing you don’t
want to do.
Check out my video here on what to do on those days you are lacking motivation: https://youtu.be/73sNLETKSTI

26. Hold Yourself Accountable
Tell those you have a high opinion of and trust, about the mission you’ve undertaken. A mentor, coach, teacher, parent, family
member.
This will not only help keep you accountable which will drive your motivation, but those very people you’ve told will also help keep
you driven.
After all, you’ve confided in them and they want you to succeed. They will also, more then likely be motivated by you.

27. Master Yourself With My 5-Steps To Self-Mastery
1. Self-Awareness – Who am I? What’s my personality, beliefs, opinions, morales?
2. Self-Analysis – What are my strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT Analysis)
3. Self-Knowledge – I am this person. I have these shortcomings, these weaknesses. I have these strengths, these positives. I
believe in this way.
4. Self-Discovery – Now I can see what I want and where to move forward and take action
5. Personal Growth – Continual improvement and thirst for knowledge. Get out and stay out of your comfort zone.

28. Determine Your Strengths And Weakness
Conduct a S.W.O.T. Analysis on yourself to determine your strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats.

Strengths

(internal and positive)

Weaknesses

(internal and positive)

Oportunities

Threats

(external and positive)

(external and negative)

Strength-Oportunity
strategies

Strength-Threats
strategies

What are you strengths and how
can you deploy them to maximise
any opportunities that come
your way?

How can you utilize your strengths
to combat and neutralise any
threats you identity?

Weakness-Oportunity
strategies

Weakness-Threats
strategies

What are your weaknesses and
what processes can you action
in order to ensure they don’t
affect any opportunities?

How can you minimise and/or
improve your weaknesses to avoid
or combat any threats you
identify?
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29. Improve Your Emotional Intelligence
How? By incorporating my 6 Elements of Emotional Intelligence:
1. Self-awareness - start to identify your feelings and emotions. This will help you begin to realise who you really are and is a
great step towards making emotionally intelligent decisions based on reason and understanding.
2. Emotional acknowledgement - why are you feeling a certain way? Happy, sad, angry, frustrated. Acknowledging your
emotions will enable you to move forward quickly from negative emotions and replicate positive ones.
3. Self-assessment & Self-control - What are your emotional strengths and weaknesses and how can you control them
better? Both negative and positive emotions.
4. Empathy - start to be aware and endeavour to understand others emotions. This will help you gain better insight and
perspective into your own emotions.
5. Motivation - See the benefit of long term thinking and or planning and try to forgo any immediate satisfaction in lieu of
future success and overall satisfaction.
6. Humility - With confidence comes humility. Put in the work you know you have to, in doing so you won’t feel the need gloat. Stay humble.

30. Expect Knock Backs
You’re going to fail…
If you get out of your comfort zone, push the boundaries, and set massive goals, at some point, you’ll experience failure.
Then what? What will you do?
I’ve failed often, and every one of those failures hurt. Winning is easy and much more fun, but failure teaches you so much more. It
makes you resilient; it forces you to acknowledge your faults and reassess if what you’re doing is what you really want.
So…
• Be prepared to fail. It’s going to happen. It’s how you respond after a failure that will ultimately determine your success.
• After a failure, reassess your ‘why’. Is it what you want? If the answer is yes, be honest about why and how you failed. What do
you need to do to improve? How can you be better?
• Don’t fear failure. Try to have the attitude of: you never fail; you either win or learn.
• The more times you fail, the sweeter the victory.

31. Learn How To Cope With Stress
You’re going to be tested on selection many, many times. You don’t want to be that guy who finishes the course, but doesn’t get
selected due to his outbursts of anger and inability to handle stress.
I know you’re probably thinking, “I would never do that, no way.” Well trust me when I say I’ve seen it happen many times. Tiredness,
hunger, cold, being wet and exhaustion all amplify stress levels to unbearable breaking points. Some guys get pushed a little too far.
A simple, but highly effective way to ease the tension and calm yourself down is to breathe. A few big deep breaths will go a long
way to easing the tension and potentially helping you actually pass selection.
Try the combat or tactical breathing method.
For a count of 4 breathe in,
Hold for a count of 4,
Breathe out for a count of 4,
Hold out for a count of 4.
Repeat as many times as needed to calm yourself.
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32. Improve Your Situational Awareness (SA)
Situational Awareness is the ability to identify, process, and comprehend the critical elements of information about what is happening in your immediate vicinity.
More simply, it’s knowing what is going on around you.
Situational Awareness is a key attribute in Special Forces training. It’s probably the number one attribute potential candidates are
assessed on throughout the Selection process.
And for good reason…
Commandos mainly utilise live fire training to prepare accurately for operational deployments. During this training we conduct ‘run
throughs’ within the room floor combat range all with live rounds. We engage targets in a 360-degree arc and fire rounds within
inches of our team members. All this conducted in visually restrictive S10 respirators or gas masks.
Start developing your situational awareness now. Be diligent about what’s happening around you. Process the information that’s
being presented to you and see things before they happen.

33. Be Decisive In Your Actions
A successful Special Forces Operator needs to be decisive in all that he does, especially in combat. If his team is breaching a house
and clearing rooms, and he is indecisive at any point, he or his team members lives are in jeopardy. The ability to make effective
decisions in a heartbeat is what makes the difference in combat for an Operator. This is a skill that does come naturally to some,
however, for many it takes practice.
In your own life, how often do you sit on a decision for an unnecessary length of time when it could have been made and you could
be progressing forward with that idea, or moved on to something else? The most successful people in life are able to make decisions
and constantly move forward.
You can begin developing this trait today. Start with the small decisions in your life, whether it's what to have for dinner or what
activity to do on the weekend, even decisions in your workplace. Don't always wait until you are certain. There is a saying: an 80%
decision on time is better than a 100% decision too late.
So move forward, be decisive and take control of your life so you can progress it to where you want to be.

34. Start A Daily Reflection
I’ve added this to my daily routine quite recently and it’s been a real game changer.
Every evening I sit quietly for 5-10 mins and reflect on my day. I think about everything I was able to achieve, how I progressed
forward and if I could have done anything more or better.
I also write down the 3 things I must complete the following day.
The daily reflection is also a time to unwind and calm yourself down from the day’s activities and ready yourself for bed. Turn off the
TV, get off Facebook and Instagram and allow yourself just this 5-10 mins to relax in thought.
Today’s world is so extremely busy and we are constantly flooded with information, news and entertainment, much of it negative.
Give yourself this time to reconnect with your thoughts and emotions, you will find it extremely soothing.
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35. Celebrate Your Successes
This is HUGE! How are you going to celebrate once you’ve reached your target?
Special Forces guys love to celebrate their achievements and so should you. So how are you going to do it?

36. Complete Your ‘Mission Planning’ Blueprint by:
• Writing your Vision, Mission & Core Values
• Identifying your Target
• Knowing your ‘Why’
• Deﬁning your Mission Statement
• Breaking your mission down into manageable steps
• Identifying any roadblocks during each step of your plan
• Combating those roadblocks with your ‘Actions on’
• Learning from each set back
• Building momentum each step of the way
• Being persistent
• Completing your Mission
• Celebrating your Success!

37. Develop The Muscle
Developing mental toughness is like developing a muscle. Start small and condition the muscle first before putting too much stress
on it. The same applies for mental toughness. Start small by setting achievable goals and creating a pattern of success with each
small win.
Start to implement these 37 Mindset and Training Principles and you’ll be on the path to developing your mental toughness and
before you know it those small wins will turn into great feats!

GOOD LUCK!
Rhys Dowden
Operator Edge
rhys@operatoredge.com
www.operatoredge.com
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